FENSTA BIOGRAPHY
Originating from Fribourg in Switzerland, Fensta is a power trio infuenced by the rap
and the rock scene. Formed in 2016, the band is characterised by its authentic and
extravagant style including elements from alternative and pop music. Inspired by
bands such as RATM, Royal Blood or Twetyone Pilotes, Fensta stands out with its
compositions blending hip-hop groove, the power of rock, the rap vibe and the
singing harmony.
The project is the outcome of a common desire of sharing a simple and energetic
music which could draw an audience from all ages, all kinds and nature. It is
exclusively with one song that the three founding members of Fensta confrmed their
frst show in March 2016, which led them to compose a full live set in two weeks only.
A couple of months later, the formation entered the studio "La Fonderie" in Fribourg
to record their frst album. Their frst single "School Dropout" did not go unnoticed by
the Swiss media and Cold Smoke Records, the label which released their frst album
"Apocalystick". After a remarkable release party at the legendary venue "Ebullition",
the band appeared on signifcant stages such as Greenfeld Festival, Festi'neuch,
Estivale or Bouraks Festival. During this year loaded with signifcant events, Fensta
attracted major media outlets such as RTS, Couleur 3, Radio Fribourg or Le 20
Minutes who gave them the opportunity to play live showcases, give interviews or get
reviewed.
In October 2017, Fensta went back to the studio to record their second album "F+"
which will be released the 26 January 2018. Actually composed by the singer, guitarist
and producer Julien Vonlanthen (worked with Zeela, Dog Days, Hubris, Jo Zarra), the
bassist and producer Fred Vonlanthen (worked with Le Bal Du Pendu, Chrystal clear,
Alain Morisod) and the drummer and sound engineer Nathan Gros (worked with
Hubris, No Way To Escape, Kamasi Washington), the formation releases now its new
single « Old School», decidedly true to their original inspirations.

